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Harlow G. Ahlstrom 
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ABSTRACT 

Laser fusion experiments at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory have' 
provided basic data' concerning: laser beam propagation and absorption in 
high temperature plasmas, profile modification due to the inc.ident laser 
radiation pressure, electron transport processes which transfer the 
absorbed laser energy to' the high density ablation region, th2 general 
fluid dynamic expansion and compression of the heated plasma -id the 
processes responsible for the production of 14 MeV. neutrons during the 
implosion experiments. Irradiation experiments were performed with three 
neodymium glass laper systems: The two beam Janus (<£ 40 J/100 ps,> 0.4 
Ttf) and Argus (£ 140 J, 35 ps,^ 4 TW) and the single beam Cyclops (£.70 
J/100 ps,i> 0.7 TW). Two. classes of targets have been used: glass 
microshells (* 40 to 120 ym in diameter with n. 0.75 ym thick walls) 
filled with an equiraolar deuterium-tritium gas mixture and disks (<v> 160 
to 600 Mm in diameter and ^ 10 um thick) of several compositions. The 
targets were supported in vacuum (pressure £ 1 0 - 5 Torr) by thin glass 
stalks. 

The first portion of this paper reports on results related to the 
propagation, absorption and scattering of laser light by both spherical 
and planar, targets. Our absorption measurements indicate that for 
intensities of interest, inverse bremsstrahlung is not. the. dominant . 
absorption mechanism. The laser light scattered by the 'plasma is 
polarization dependent and provides evidence that Brillouin scattering • 
and resonance absorption are operative. Special diagnostics have been 
designed and experiments have been performed to elucidate the, nature of 
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these two processes. .Measurements of the absorption as a function of 
angle and polarization haye given direct evidence that resonance, 
absorption is responsible for a significant fraction of the laser light 
absorption. Other experiments have demonstrated the significance of 
Brillouin scattering in laser irradiated targets. Both indirect and 
direct measurements of the plasma distribution demonstrate the effect of 
radiation pressure on the steepening of the plasma density distribution 
in the region of the critical density. This, data has shown that the 
scale.length of the plasma, at the critical density, is of the order of 
1 w for our 1.06 ym:laser irradiated targets. Since most, of the laser 
energy that is absorbed is due to col!active plasma processes 
suprath?riaai electrons 'are generated. One signature of the suprathermal 
electrons is a so called two temperature "distribution of the x-rays 
emitted by the target.. We present data on both the thermal distribution 
of x-rays as a,function of intensity on target and also the suprathermal 
x-rays. We.have data Ion the suprathermal temperature in time integrated 
measurements and we have obtained recent data on the temporal and spacial 
distribution of these supratherraal x-rays. 

In this paper we also summarize our implosion results on glass 
microshell targets filled with DT gas. These experiments are for targets 
intentionally operated in the portion of parameter space characteristic 
of exploding pusher events. Experiments have ,,been performed over s yield 
range from 0 to 10' neutrons per event, we show how this data can be 
normalized with a simple scaling law. We give a- prescription for 
determining the fraction of specific energy which is useful in exploding 
the .shell and.compressing and heating the fuel. Spatially and temporally 
resolved x-ray measurements have provided data on the implosion history. 
We have previously demonstrated that the reactions from these targets are 
thermonuclear. Here we present a. summary of data from neutron time of 
flight, alpha time to flight and reaction ratios which are used to 
determine the average fuel temperature of the' reacting DT ions.':-'Further 
we have imaged the burning fuel of our target using both pinhole imaging 
and zone -plate coded aperture imaging of the alpha particles. These 
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results show the size of.the reacting region, however, the resolution 
not yet sufficient to provide detailed structure information on the 
compressed, burning fuel. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and .. 
Development Administration under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The primary goal of the inertial confinement fusion program in the 
United States is to produce a net energy yield irradiating small pellets 
of thermonuclear fuel with intense particle or photon beams. The -
hydrogen isotope fuel which is heated and compressed, undergoes ', 
thermonuclear reactions and efficient burn-up. In order to achieve this 
goal we must efficiently absorb and convert the energy of the driving 
source in such a fashion that it drives thermal wave into the medium and 
thereby produces ablation driven compression waves. These waves are 
programmed to efficiently compress the fuel to values of pr 4 3 gm/cm^ 
and to achieve ignition temperatures of 5 - 10 keV for the deuterium 
tritium fuel.l>2 The Livermore Program goal is to demonstrate that 
inertial confinement scientific feasibility can be demonstrated using the 
neodymium glass laser as a driving source. The eventual practical 
driving source for a commercial power reactor may be an. electron 
accelerator, ion accelerator or a laser system. 

In this paper we discuss facilities which have been used for laser' 
plasma interaction and laser implosion experiments. We also discuss a 
number of new diagnostic aspects associated with laser driven, fusion'. 
The primary subjects of the paper are the laser plasma interaction 
studies and the implosion experiments. We begin with a discussion of the 
absorption and scattering of. the laser beam incident on the target. . 
Since the plasmas associated with laser fusion are typically at ' 
temperatures of 0.10 - 50 keV, the most intense spectral emission from 
these plasmas is in the soft to hard x-ray regime. Therefore, we spend a 
considerable fraction of the paper in discussing the x-ray emission fro* 
these targets. In the past, much data has been presented which' are both 
temporally and spatially integrated.. In this paper we concentrate on 
data which show.spatial, temporal or spectral resolution. We also 
discuss the asymptotic plasma distribution and its implications. 



. In the area of implosion experiments, we discuss the maximum gain 
or yield presently achievable from' a-> laser driven implosion experiment, • 
we also discuss the temporal behavior of the implosion. Over the last 

' year a number of methods have been used to diagnose the temperature of 
.the fuel ions in the compressed- core. Data from three such techniques 
are presented in _ this paper. We show that it is possible to image the 
reaction products from the compressed burning fuel-core of the laser 
imploded targets. Finally we show that it is possible to diagnose the 
density of the fuel, by adding a high Z to the fuel that provides line 
x-ray emission which only occurs during peak compression and the 
imploded core of the pellet. In the summary and future directions, we 
discuss the possibilities for exploding pusher targets, the directions of 
the Program to achieve higher densities and higher gains and finally 
scientific feasibility. 

II. FACILITIES 
Three neodymium YAG glass laser facilities have been constructed at 

LLL to perform experiments on the implosion and heating of laser fusion 
capsules and to perform laser plasma interaction experiments relevant to 
the physics of laser implosion targets. The chacteristics of. these 
systems are listed in Table I. The Janus system, our first facility for 
laser plasma interaction. ».*.»' can produce a maximum focusable power of 
0.4. terawatts in two laser beams with apertures of 8.5 cm. The Cyclops 
facility, the original developmental high power laser facility, was used 
to develop the amplifier hardware and to prove the solid state laser 
concepts for experimental fusion facilities.&>?»& From May 1975 to May 
1976 this facility was also used for- laser plasma interaction 
experiments. Cyclops produced a maximum focusable power of 0.7 terawatts 
in a 20 cm aperture.*. The Argus two beam laser, our most recent 
facility,''1" terminates* in. 20 cm aperture amplifiers and has produced 
over 4.5 terawatts of focusable power on ta.rg.et.11 In August of 1977 
this facility will be modified using the relay optics concept 1 2 and 
consequently.it is expected to produce over 6 terawatts of focusable 
power or> target.' 

http://ta.rg.et.11
http://consequently.it


All. three of these facilities have been used to irradiate glass" 
shell targets filled with DT gas'thereby imploding the targets and then-
producing thermonuclear burn. These facilities have also been equiped 
with a large number laser and plasma of diagnostics which are employed in 
every experiment.. The planar targets used for these experiments were 
made of parylene, silicate glass, tungsten doped phosphate glass, lead 
doped silicate glass and gold with diameters from 40 'to 600 ym and. 
thicknesses of ^ 10.ym. The implosion targets were silicate glass.shells 
40 - 180 ym in diameter with typical wall thicknesses ranging from 0.5 to 
4 um. The DT gas fill in these targets ranges from 0 to 7 rag/cm-* with-
as much as 1/10 of an atmosphere of neon for diagnostic purposes and/or 
thermal conductivity control. 

A picture of the Argus system is shown in Figure 1:. This system has' 
two oscillators of which.one is a passively mode locked oscillator* , 
PMO. This oscillator is capable of producing pulses as short as 25 
picoseconds; however, the amplitude, pulse length and frequency stability 
of the PMO is not good. We have recently incorporated an actively 
mode-locked Q-switched oscillator1*, AQMO, which is capable of 
producing pulses from 120 picoseconds to 2 nanoseconds in duration. This 
oscillator is stable in pulse width and amplitude to within 102 and is 
sufficiently stable in the frequency domain to be used-in conjunction 
with an interferometric pulse stacker*5 to produce a pulse of arbitrary 
intensity distribution. The pulse from the oscillator pulse stacker is 
amplified by a series of rod amplifiers and disk amplifiers. The beam is 



sequentially spatially filtered in vacuum to remove high frequency noise 
generated by the small scale beam breakup characteristic of the 
propagation iof an. intense laser beam through dielectric media. Rod 
amplifiers of 25 mm and 40 mm are included in the chain, disk amplifiers 
of 85 mm and 200 mm complete the final stages of power amplification of 
the beams- and f/1 lenses focus the beam on the target. The whole Argus 
system is mounted on a large concrete slab some 73 meters in length, 12 
met era wide a*nd ^'1 meter deep. This slab is supported by 96 columns, 
thus making it the worlds largest optical table. Figure 2 shows a 
chronology of the implementation and development of the Argus laser 
system and the neutron yield achieved. The Argus system began operation 
as a target irradiation facility on 2 June 1976 with the north beam. At 
this time we produced approximately 10" neutrons by single sided 
irradiation of Hyperion targets. In July we implemented the second beam 
and subsequently in October with the attainment of 3 terawatts output 
power from the two beams we achieved the world record DT gain from a 
laboratory thermonuclear experiment of 1%. Subsequently, the system 
has been -further improved to produce over 4.5 terawatts and in October is 
expected to produce oyer 6 teraw.tts. In the interim since the 
attainment of 3 terawatt power levels, optimized Hyperion targets have 
not .'been irradiated, however, in the fall of .1977 we expect to irradiate 
targets optimized for this new world-record power level and we expect to 
further' increase the .yield ratio and DT gain. 

The target chamber for the Argus system was designed to be as stable 
an optical platform for the irradiation optics as the laser optical 
system itself; therefore, the optical system was mechanically isolated 
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from the vacuum enclosure and the f/1 focusing lenses are fastened to an 
internal optics support ring inside the target chamber,1' The 
stainless steel optics support.ring is shown in Figure 3. Also shown are*. 
the large number of diagnostics ports which perforate the vacuum 
enclosure of the Argus target chamber, to allow the simultaneous 
operation of the very large number of diagnostics. These instruments are 
necessary to give an adequate description of the target experiments and 
to allow the use of sufficient transfer alignment microscopes for the 
proper positioning for the target with respect to the beams. 

In Figure 4 we show a cross section of the Argus target chamber and 
the configuration of the irradiation optics which, in this case, are 
diffraction limited f/.l lenses . Also shown is the typical irradiation 
geometry for a spherical target in the Argus irradiation system. Details 
of the Janus and Cyclops systems and the irradiation geometries^''"''' 
have been reported earlier. 

III. DIAGNOSTICS 
The successful development of any concept has four basic stages: 

first, tha conceptualization, then the physical realization of the 
concept, third the measurements which determine the success or failure of 
the physical embodiment of the concept and fourth the analysis of the 
results and the feedback to the original conceptual design. In the taser 
Fusion Program these four stages take the form of l)-the target design, 
2)-the laser source which drives the implosion and heats the fuel, 3)-the 
diagnostics which are peculiar to this field of experimentation and 
4)-the analysis of the results and finally, of course, the feedback to 
the target design in terms of determining the success or failure of a 
particular target design. In this section we discuss a number of 
essential and/or new diagnostic features in our Laser Fusion Program. 

it 
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One of^the critical issues in l<»ser fusion is to know precisely 
where, the target is located in the target chamber and to precisely locate 
the laser beams with ..respect to the target. In Figure 5 we show pictures 
presented to the;operator which display the target in the alignment 
system. The CW alignment laser which passes through the same laser 
system and is representative, of the energy distribution which will be 
incident on .the target. As discussed previously these two images can be 
superimposed to an accuracy of i 2 pm ia the Janus and Argus system and 
to an accuracy of ^ 5 pa in the Cyclops system.*' 

The next crucial element in understanding the results of these 
complex experiments is to have a knowledge of'the energy and intensity 
distribution incident on the target produced by the high power laser 
systems. A small portion of the incident laser beam is split off through 
a turning mirror and diagnosed by what we call the incident beam 
diagnostic package. This system typically produces an image which is . 
representative of the energy density incident upon the target and a time 
resolved image across one. line of the focus which is representative of 
the radial and temporal variation of the flux on the target. The latter 
information is recorded on a streak camera whereas the,former is recorded 
by open shutter cameras. The spatial distribution of the energy density 
for i: typi-cal Janus, experiment is shown in Figure 6. In this figure we 
show a'computer generated .gray scale of a typical high power laser shot 
energy density distribution, a spacially averaged horizontal scan, 
vertical scan and an azimuthally averaged radial energy density 
distribution.'" The latter distribution is most important for the 
target; designer who only has available an axisymmetric two dimensional 
target design code. 
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In Figure 7 we show the incident beaji diagnostic information for an 
Argus shot in which 2.8 terawatts was produced by the north beam. The . 
spatial energy density distrib-rtion is again shown in gray scale and in 
the radial average. Over 902 of the energy was contained in the 117 urn 
diameter distribution incident from the f/1 lens on the target. The' 
streak camera record also obtained in the equivalent target plane is 
shown in gray scale and in the computer reduced powar versus t:.me curve. 
The spatially averaged power-versus-time curve shows that small-scale 
self focusing caused the vacuum spatial filters to remove energ. from th 
peak of the pulse. However, a peak power of 2.8 terawatts was still 
achieved in the 30 picoseconds pulse for this target experiment. 

As previously mentioned, the diagnstics measurements of the 
incident beam are obtained by utilizing a small fraction, typically 2%, 
of the incident beam which passes through one of the two final turning 
mirrors. The actual target irradiation pulse however propagates through 
additional dielectric media; i.e., the target chamber window and the 
focusing lens, and thus suffers additional small scale beam breakup arid 
focal degradation. To examine the deleterious nature of this additional 
beam breakup on the focal spot on a number of experiments and to examine 
the laser propagation, we have placed additional BK7 glass in the beam 
between the end of the last spatial filter and the incident 'beam 
diagnostic turning mirror. The effect of this additional glass was to 
simulate the glass between the incident beam diagnostic turning mirror 
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and the target in the actual irradiation path. .Figure 8 shows that in 
this case there is additional degradation of the focus; however, since 
70% of the energy is still contained within a best focus diameter of 
^30 vim the e'ffect will be. small for targets in the range >sf 100 - 200 pit 
diameter where the marginal rays are placed tangential>to the target 
sphere. , • . , 

r i ,'• 

One,-of the most imporcant parameters in laser fusion experiments is 
the fraction of the incident laser energy which is converted into plasma 
'and x-ray energy ?n' the target. In all experiments, we measure the 
energy which is incident on the,target using laser caldrimeters developed 
by Stu Gunn2* of this laboratory. We measure the energy backscattered 
through the focusing lens and,also the energy.forward scattered through 
the focusing lens, this situation obtains because in all of our focusing 
schemes the beams oppose one another; therefore the laser calorimeter 
which viewed the target .through a.'focusing lens receives both the 
backscattered light from that beam and the laser light forward scattered 
from the opposing beam.-

In order to determine the amount of light which has been absorbed by 
the* laser target one must either measure all of the plasma, x-ray and 
reaction particle energy from the fusion target, or alternatively measure 
the amount of light which is hot absorbed by the target. The incident 
and forward-backscatter energy measurements previously discussed provide 
a significant fraction of the optical energy balance. We have 
implemented two other meth.ods for determining the remaining fraction of 
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the light which is not absorbed by the target pellet. In one method we 
use a large number of filtered silicon pin dicdes to measure the , 
distribution of scattered 1.06 urn laser radiation from the target. In 
many cases these diodes are also sensitive to x-rays produced by the 
laser fusion pellet and thus we have gone to laser light calorimeters 
which are protected from the plasma distribution by transparent pyrex 
shields. This system of diodes and light calorimeters shown in Figure 9 
provide a distribution of the light scattered by the target plasma. 
Using suitable smoothing functions and information from a device which we 
call a box calorimeter, these techniques have provided ua with accurate 
measurements of the absorbed laser energy. 

Since only a finite number of diodes or laser light calorimeters 
can be employed in the target chamber, for some experiments we have 
employed a device which we call a box calorimeter which completely 
surrounds the target except for the focusing cones from the f/1 lenses 
and a small hole for the target positioner stem. This box calorimeter is 
sensitive only to the scattered 1.06 ym light and provides an integrated 
measurement of the light scattered by the plasma target which is not 
collected by the forward-back scatter and beam calorimeters. 

Figure 10 shows one of the scattered light silicon pin diodes with 
its housing and filter arrays. One of the filters is a IOC A dielectric 
band-pass filter centered at the laser frequency. The other filter is an 
x-ray fluorescence suppressor to reduce the signal contribution from the 
high energy x-rays produced by the laser fusion pellet. As we have shown 



in Figure 9,.plasma calorimeters are also arrayed around the plasma 
target. These" devices (as shown in Figure li) are sensitive to the 

. electrons, ions-and x-rays produced by the fusion target and are 
insensitive to the scattered light from the fusion pellet. We have 
normalized the output of these aevices to the results with the box 
calorimeter and they are also used in routine experiments to determine 
.the amount of laser energy converted into plasma energy 

•<*••' . There ar« several new diagnostics which have been implemented in our 
target experiments.' .Two .examples are' in the area of the reaction • 
products diagnostics. We have continued to improve our sensitivity and 
"energy resolution of reaction product charged particles through the use 
of a triplet quadrupole focusing system (shown in Figure 12). this 
system is used to focus both 3 MeV protons from the DO reaction and the 
3.5 MeV alpha particles from the DT reaction onto an Ne 111 fluor whose 
spectral output is recorded with a fast photomultiplier.' This system 
reduces the energy resolution for alpha particles to approximately 30 keV 
and increases the sensitivity to approximately 1 count for every.10^ 

' reactions. 

In the Argus system we have also implemented a neutron time of 
•. flightspectrometer which is consistent with yields of greater than 10^ 
DT reactions per experiment. This system (shown in Figure 13) utilizes 
two flight tubes, two water'shields to reduce the number of scattered 

' neutrons into the detectors and a* total flight path of 45 meters from the 
target chamber. Both the quadrupole triplet particle spectrometer and 
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the Argus neutron time of flight spectrometer have been used in the Argus', 
experiments. They have provided data which confirms the thermonuclear 
nature of our reactions in our laser imploded pellets and have also 
provided data on the space and time averaged ion temperature of the 
reacting fuel. ' 

One of our most recent diagnostic techniques which we have 
implemented is the use of holographic interferometry24 with pulses as 

' • • ' • . . o ' 

short as 15 picoseconds at a wavelength of 2660 A. In Figure 14 we show 
the experimental set up which has been used on the Janus laser. In the 
next section where"we discuss absorption of the laser irradiation we will 
present results from this unique holographic interferometry setup. 

The diagnostics which have been developed and implemented for our 
target experiments on Janus, Cyclops and the Argus laser irradiation 
facilities are too extensive to discuss in detail in this, paper. 
However, for the aficienado of diagnostics, or for the masochist in terms 
of reduction of diagnostic information, we present in Table II a listing 
of the types of measurements which are typically made on every target 
experiment on the Argus system, the instruments which are used to obtain 
these measurements and the recording media. The summary of this Table 
shows that we record 85 oscilloscope traces, 82 data channels from the 
computerized data acquisition system, 102 photographic images which 
contain quantitative 3 dimensional data, 24 chart records which are used 
to record calorimetric data, .1 digitized image of 1,024 words which 
corresponds to the laser temporal shape at the output/of the -oscillator 



and 1 counting experiment which is used' for absolute neutron yield'for 
yields above 10° per event. In the; following sections of this paper we 
will attempt tr show how these -facilities and diagnostics were used in 
the furtherance of our progress towards the attainment of our goal of 
scientific feasibility of inertial confinement fusion. 

IV ABSORPTION 
Early theoretical analyses of the .interaction of laser radiation with 

plasmas considered the primary absorption mechanism to be inverse 
bremsstrahlung. Since then plasma theorists have examined a number of 
other possible mechanisms, primarily collective plasma processes which 
can be important in laser irradiated targets designed to produce 
implosions and fusion reactions. Figure 15 shows a schematic of a plasma 
distribution and some 'of the processes which may be important for laser 
fusion pellets. Inverse bremsstrahlung .occurs in the region of the 
pellet where the. plasma density is less than the critical density. In a 
region close to critical density, parametric instability, two-stream 
instability and electron plasma.wave resonance can make, significant 
contributions to the absorption of the laser energy. In the underdense 
region of the plasma one may also exceed the intensity threshold required 
for the growth of the Brillouin scattering instability. This is a 
mechanism that will' scatter the laser light primarily in the backward 
direction and thus prevent', it from reaching the critical density region 
even though it may be normally incident upon the density gradient." 
Another phenomenon which can .strongly affect the processes associated 
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with the absorption is the radiation pressure of the incident, laser 
beam. If the gradient of the radiation pressure tensor is of the same 
magnitude or larger than the thermal pressure of the plasma then a 
steepening of the density distribution in the region of the critical 
density will occur.;26,27 This process will reduce the effectiveness of 
the inverse bremsstrahlung and increase the effectiveness of resonance 
absorption.28 it will also lead' to rippling of the critical density 
surface." 

We have shown that inverse bremsstrahlung cannot account for our 
absorption measurements (shown in Figure 16) either in the.high intensity 
or the low intensity regime both for low-Z and high-Z targets.19,30 
Those experiments were performed for planar targets with both f/1 and 
f/2.5 focusing geometries. It has b&en pointed out in the literature 
that the absorption will be maximized near normal incidence.31 if the 
absorption, is totally due to inverse bremsstrahlung the optimum would 
occur at normal incidence; however, other plasma collective effects cause 
the optimum angle to be different. In Figure 17 we show the effect of 
the f/number of the focusing system for a spherical geometry in which in 
all cases the marginal ray (in this case defined as the 10£ intensity 
points) is tangent to the target sphere. That is, in all cases the best 
focus point of the focusing system is beyond the center of the target 
sphere. For this geometry one would expect the maximum absorption for 
the smallest f/number and one would also expect that the absorption would 
decrease monotonically with increasing f/number. In Figure 17 we show -a 
compilation of data for three focusing geometries. The first has been 
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referred to as the spherical illumination system which has an effective 
f/number of 0.07,- ' The other' two are the f/T focusing geometries for both 
Janus and Argus and the f/2.5 focusing system for the Cyclops laser 
irradiation system. These data show that there is indeed a decreasing 
efficiency of absorption with an increase in f number. Increasing the 
f/number increases the fraction of light which is refracted by the plasma 
away from the critical density before it is absorbed. This phenomena is 
consistent with inverse bremsstrahlung absorption, resonance absorption, 
two stream instability absorption and parametric instability absorption. 
It would also be consistent with the existence of Brillouin scattering. 
Thus, although thssse data confirm our concept of the optimium or near 
optimium configuration for the absorption of the laser energy it 
contributes very little to our understanding of the absorption processes. 

For plasmas of interest, inverse bremsstrahlung can be an 
important process in the absorption of the laser.energy and its 
conversion to thermal energy. However, our absorption data is not 
consistent with this mechanism being effective in our plasma 
experiment's. In 1969 Hora showed the relevance of laser radiation 
pressure in modifying the plasma density profile.32 Since then many 
authors have demonstrated this phenomenon both analytically and in 
numerical code simulations. 

In our Program we have attempted' to implement a number if 
diagno'stics which' could provide information on the scale 1 h of the 
density distribution in the region of the critical density. The first 
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method that we employed which provided quantitative information on this 
scale length was that of. polarimetry of the light scattered by the laser 
fusion targets. In Figure 18 we illustrate the reflection properties of 
a plasma in the two limiting cases, that is of geometrical optics and 
that of an infinite density jump, or the metal mirror limit. For a case 
where the polarization vector has equal components of s and p 
polarization as it is incident upon the plasma slab in the geometrical 
optics limit we find that the electric field vector maintains a constant 
angle with respect to the scattering plane as it refracts uniformly in 
the plasma gradient. Thus, for this case only one component of this 
polarization vector is reversed. This is to be contrasted with the metal 
limit in which the propagation vector follows a straight path to the 
metal surface and then reflects. At the metal surface both components of 
the £ field must vanish therefore the electric field vector is rotated or 
inverted 180 . The contrast of these two limits is that a polarimeter 
would see no difference in the polarization vector of the light reflected 
from a metal mirror whereas there would have been a 90 degree change in -
the direction of the polarization vector in the geometrical optics limit. 

Phillion" has examined this problem .with respect to our laser 
fusion targets and, through the use of an analytic solution of the wave 
equations for a planar medium, has shown that polarimetry measurements on 
spherical targets produce a phase difference which is consistent with a 
scale length of approximately 1 \im in the region of the critical 
density. One experiment was performed on Argus with a 90 pm diameter 
ball and a single beam. The polarimeter observed the target at a polar 



'angle'of 45 and at an azimuthal angle such that the incident electric 
field made an angle of 45 with respect to the density gradient thus, 
maximizing the polarimetry affect. The data and geometry are shown in 
Figure 19. In,Figure 20 we show the results/ of a number of solutions of 
the simple one dimensional equations which Phi'llion has produced. The 
important point.to note is that for incidence angles of 20 .- 30 and 
degrees of linear polarization less than 0.8 the density scale length is 
typically less than 1 urn. Data have been obtained for both planar and 
.spherical targets which have indicated a degree of linear polarization 
between .7 and .8. Thus, in all of the experiments where we have 
polarimetry data, we would conclude that the. scale length in the region 
of critical density is less, than 2 urn. 

Profile steepening due to radiation pressure from the incident laser 
pulse has been discussed significantly in both the analytical, 
theoretical literature and in the numerical simulation literature. We 
have provided inferential measurements of this steepening of the density 
profile both in the apparent reduction of the inverse bremsatrahlung 
absorption for low intensities and in polarimetry results. The proof, 
however, finally rests on an a direct measurement of the'dens.ity 
distribution where profile modification by radiation pressure from the 
laser is expected. In Figure 21 we show data obtained using the Janus 
laser system in which we have irradiated a 41 urn glass microshell from 
one side with approximately 10'. W/cm . The choice of the very small 
sphere.was made to. reduce the integral of the plasma density over the 
probing beam path so that we could view the plasma density distribution 
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to as high a density value as possible. The holographic interferogram,••-
which is shown on the left side of the figure, was obtained by taking a 
portion of the oscillator pulse which was 30 picoseconds in duration and 
passing it through two successive frequency doubling crystals which 
produced a .13! conversion of the split off portian of .the oscillator pulse 
into a frequency quadrupled probing pulse which was' also shortened to 
approximately ,15 picoseconds.24 By frequency quadrupling the probe 
pulse, the critical density for the holographic interferometry becomes 16 
nc of the plasma produced by the 1.06 \im irradiation pulse. The 
holographic interferogram was reduced using the Abel integral inversion 
technique. The radial electron density distribution so derived along the 
direction of the axis of the laser pulse is shown on the right portion of 
Figure 21. The most significant factor is that the density distribution 
has a steepened region between 1.1 n c a n d 0.3 n c. The scale length 
for this region is **> 1.5 urn. The resolution of the holographic 
interferometry used for these experiments was 1 um in the axial 
direction. This data provides direct confirmation of the effect of the 
radiation pressure from the incident laser beam. This modification of 
the electron plasma density distribution reduces the effectiveness of 
inverse bremsstrahlung while it increases the effectiveness of the 
resonance absorption. Also because of the reduced extent.of the 
underdense plasma, Brillouin scattering is less effective. r 

If the radiation pressure is producing this steepening of the 
density profile then as one progresses towards the edge of the beam, 
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especially in this f/10 focusing geometry on a spherical target',' one 
would expect to see that the density profile becomes smooth without the 
steepening due to the radiation pressure. In Figure 22 we show a 
reduction of the.'data for polar angles of 22.5 and 44° in which we do 
not see the steepening effect due to the radiation pressure from the 
incident laser beam. 

The effect of radiation pressure on the plasma distribution has 
also been 'shown in- previous papers to result in filamentry formation of 
the plasma distribution. Theoretical papers have also indicated that 
thiB radiation steepening of the density profile will be unstable in a 
classical Rayleigh Taylor .sense. This instability will lead to random 
rippling of the critical density surface and should be manifested by an 
erratic distribution of the plasma away from the critical density. 
Figure 23 shows the holographic interferotsetry from a 70 Urn disk 
irradiated on Janus using the f/10 lens'and producing t< lO 1^ W/crâ  
on the target.' The first thing that can be noticed is that there appears 
to be a large scale cavity formation in the region of the focused beam. 
The second feature is that the plasma is not at all regular and 
axisymetrie, i.e., there appears to be small scale rippling of the 
surface of the plasma which, would be consistent with the theoretical 
predictions of the rippling of the critical density surface. The final 
feature is< that the contour velocities for this planar target appeared to 
be significantly faster than those for the f/10 lens irradiated spherical 
target shown in Figure 21. These data have shown the value of short 
pulse, uv diagnostics of.laser irradiated laser fusion pellets. 
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Another benefit from this type of diagnostic is shown in Figure 
24. The image on the right is a holographic interferogram of a target 
which was irradiated with the main laser pulse and no significant 
prepulse. It is important to note that all large pulse power systems 
which are used to implode and heat inertial confinement fusion targets 
start from an energy reservoir which is basically cw at power levels at 
the order of megawatts. The pulsed power system compresses this power 
into a pulse of many gigawatts which is then focused onto the small 
diameter target. Inevitably, the so called the pulse compression process 
leads to a small amount of energy arriving at the target in advance of 
the main compressed pulse. If this pulse is small enough it has no 
structural or equation of state effect on the target when the main pulse 
arrives. The main pulse quickly transistions through the region of no 
effect to turning the whole target into a plasma and then proceeds 
naturally to the appropriate plasma states. However, there is an 
intermediate regime in which the amount of energy arriving at the target 
may be just sufficient to crack the shell of the microsphere or allow it 
to change its geometric shape in advance of the arrival of the pulse 
which turns it into a plasma. This intermediate regime is termed the 
effect of laser or driver prepulse. Figure 24 shows an example of a 
holographic interferogram of a target on the left side vhich has received 
sufficient prepulse to destroy the integrity of the glass microshell in 
advance of the arrival of the main pulse. This is to be contrasted with 
the image on the right which shows that effectively no plasma is seen in 
the interior of the pellet. However, in the image on the left plasma is 
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seen throughout the sphere and also behind the sphere indicating that the 
glass microshell .must have shattered in advance of the arrival of the 
main pulse, thus' allowing laser energy to propagate completely through 
the shattered gless microshell and produce plasma not only throughout the 
glass raicro8hell but at the backside of the glas's microshell as well. 

Now we have demonstrated that inverse brerasstrahlung is not 
sufficient to explain our absorption measurements and we have further 

'demonstrated that radiation, pressure modifies the density profile for 
intensities of interest in our experiments. In earlier papers^,30 w e 

•have' shown that parametric instability absorption of the laser light is 
an important process. However, we also have evidence that resonance 
absorption is an important process. Resonance absorption is effective 
only when the electric field vector of the incident radiation has a 
component in the direction of the density gradient. This component of 
the electric field drives the electron plasma wave resonance at th.e 
critical density and thus produces an absorption of the laser light. In 
the next' few paragraphs we discuss experimental evidence for the 
existence of' this effect. First of all one remembers that in the 
previous paragraphs that we have shown that in some cases rippling of the 
critical density surface is evidenced. The importance of this effect 
with respect to resonance absorption is that the average surface then 
always sees a component of the electric field in the direction of the 
critical density even for normal incidence to the average critical 
density surface. Thus, one would expect even for normal incidence 
irradiation on a planar or a spherical target that resonance absorption 
may ,be effective. 
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The first evidence that we present for resonance absorption is a 
focusing study which was performed us-'ng the spherical illumination 
system which was utilized on the Janus laser irradiation system for 
implosion of spheriral glass microshell targets. This system is very 
similar to one designed and implemented by KMSF and utilizes very fast 
lenses which produce a half angle focusing cone of 47 degrees which then 
is reflected from an ellipsoidal mirror surface which has an eccentricity 
of 1/3. The combination of the ellipsoidal mirror and the fast lens 
produces a half angle focusing cone of 81.5 degrees. By moving the lens 
mirror pair such that the foci of each half of the focusing system is 
displaced from its coincident point ar the target sphere we are able to 
change the angle of incidence of the rays on the target surface. 
Previously Thompson and Tull have estimated the resonance absorption 
affect due to this type of displacement of the foci of each half of the 
focusing system. The focusing system is shown in Figure 25. In Figure 
26 we show the results of the calculations by Thompson and Tull and tho 
experimental measurements for glass microshells on the Janus system. As 
expected there is a local minimum in the absorption when the foci are 
coincident and local maxima in the absorption when the foci are displaced 
either in the overlapping or the separated foci configuration. As the 
foci are loved large distances, the absorption then decreases since at 
large angles of incidence the rays are refracted before reaching the 
region of the critical density. 
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We had previously obtained other, evidence which was supportive of 
resonance absorption, mainly- azimuthal. distributions of the scattered 
light. This data will be discussed in a following section where we 
consider the affects of Brilloui.. 'scattering. 

,' Because pf the importance of this absorption mechanism and. its 
possible effect on the polarization state requirements for our '.next very 
"large laser system, i.e., the Shiva 30 terawatt laser' system, we devised 
an experiment - to specifically elucidate the affect of resonance 
absorptio'n.3* Figure 27 shows the experimental set up for this series 
of measurements. We used a single beam from the Janus laser system and a 
30 picosecond pulse focused onto the target with an f/10 lens. The 
target was then rotated to'produce varying angles of incidence for p 
polarized light. The same "set of measurements was repeated for s 
polarized incident light. Since absorption was the primary parameter of 
interest in these experiments we utilized the "Box. Calorimeter" even 
though it blocks most other diagnostics. An f/2 lens was used to 
position the target and the beam. It was also coupled to the 
forward-scatter calorimeter. The. use of the Box Calorimeter provider the 
most accurate absorption measurements.. Its use here was considered tc be 
essential since the absorption variations can be small. 

For s polarized light one would expect'a monotonic decrease in the 
absorption as a function of the angle of incidence with respect to the 
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target. This is because there is no component of the electric field": 
which is in the direction of the density gradient for s polarized 
light. The fraction of light reaching the region of critical density 
should monotonically decrease and therefore decrease the' absorption; 
Figure 28 shows the results of'our measurements for these experiments for 
s-polarized light and indeed we observe a monotonic decrease in the 
absorption as a'function of the' angle of incidence. the data at the 
upper portion of the band of experimental data are all at higher 
intensities and would be consistent with higher absorptions due to 
parametric instabilities. As'we shift to the case of p-p61arized light 
incident on the target we now expect that the absorption will increase as 
we increase the angle of incidence on the target. Since the fraction of 
the light which has a component of the electric field into the density 
gradient will increase. Of course as the angle increases beyond a 
certain value, the light will be refracted away from the critical 
density. It will thus not allow the driving of the electron plasma wave 
in the region of critical density and therefore we expect a decrease of 
absorption for large angles of incidence. Figure 28 also shows our 
experimental data for p polarization and indeed we observe that the 
largest absorptions are observed at an angle of incidence, between 20°-
25 and after that we observe a decrease in the absorbed energy. Again 
we notice that the upper points in the band of experimental data 
correspond to higher intensities in the target experiments. Again, this 
is attributed to more effective parametric instability' absorption for 
these particular points. 
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This data constitutes the most significant experimental' data in 
.'' ' 

support of the role of 'resonance absorption in laser irradiated targets. 
A by-product of this data is that we also gain a measure of the density 
scale length in the region of the critical density' . As shown in. . 
Figure 29 the angle at which the maximum absorption occurs is given by 

' Q " Arc S m J^fyH 

Since our data indicates that the angle for maximum absorption is from 
20 - 25 degrees this gives a measure of the scale length of 1 - 2 ym. 
This measure is consistent with our previous measurements by polarimetry 
and our direct measurement of the density distribution using holographic 
interferometry. 

In the previous paragraphs we have discussed the absorption 
mechanisms which lead to the efficient absorption of the laser energy. 
In the next .few paragraphs we address the question, of a mechanism which 
can prevent the absorption of the laser r.adiation, namely Brillouin 
scattering. Brillouin scattering is an absolute instability which is 
generated by the interaction of the incident light wave with ion acoustic 
sound-waves in the underdense region of the plasma. The light wave in 
interaction with the sound wave produces, a localized current which 
increases the intensity of the sound wave. The incident light wave is 
dec6mposed into, a scattered light wave and an increase in the energy of 
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the ion accustic wave. For this coupling to occur the electric field . 
vector of the scattered light wave must have a component in the direction 
of the electric field vector of the incident light wave. In Figure 31 we 
show the growth rate for both, s and p polarization of the Brillouin 
scattering.25 The interesting feature which is indicated here is that 
for s polarization and 90 degrees scattering from the incident beam 
direction the growth rate is only slightly decreased from that in the 
backscatter direction. However, for p polarization the growth rate goes 
to zero because for this particular case the dot product of the electric' 
field from the incident wave and the scattered wave is equal to zero 
therefore yielding no growth rate in that direction. The consequence, of 
this effect is that one would expect to see more scattering in the plane 
perpendicular to the polarization vector of the'incident light: and less': 
scattering in the plane of polarization. We should note at this point 
that the increase in light scattered in the plane perpendicular to the 
polarization vector and the reduction of the light scattered in the plane 
of polarization is consistent with both resonance absorption and 
Brillouin scattering. However, in the case of resonance absorption we 
would expect a maximum 2 to 1 asymmetry of the scattered light 
distribution. 

The first strong evidence of the possible effects of Brillouin 
scattering was obtained in a Cyclops experiment in the Spring of 1976 
where we irradiated a lead glass target with -?• large diameter spot and . 
pulse length of the order, of 300 picoseconds.^,30,33 the azimuthal • 
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'distribution of the scattered light from the target is shown in Figure 32 
and as we see" it is approximately a 4 to 1 ellipse with its major axis 
perpendicular to fhe _plane of polarization. As previously, mentioned the-
asymmetry' of the scattered light distribution is ' characteristic of both 
resonance' absorption an'd Brillouin scattering. However, the 4 to 1 
asymmetry cannot be explained by resonance absorption alone and is very 
indicative of Brillouin scattering. 

Later experiments with the Argus irradiation facility with 
spherical glass microshell targets are shown in- Figure 33.33,35 The 

-upper portion of the figure shows the polar scattered light distribution 
in 'and out of the plane of polarization. Again the very large difference 
between'the two scattered light distributions is significant. The lower 
portion, of the figure presents the polar distribution of the plasma 
energy for the two cases of in and out of the plane of polarization. 
This data is indicative of resonance absorption but again the scattered 
light distribution 'being a factor of four different in the two planes can 
only be explained by Brillouin scattering. 

These early results' encouraged us to perform experiments 
specifically designed to elucidate the possible effect of Brillouin 
scattering. We knew that Brillouin "scattering 'should be more effective 
,for longer pulse lengths and large spot diameters. This.would be true 
because the plasma distribution would grow to a larger extent both in the 
longitudinal and the lateral directions thus . allowing larger growth rates 
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for the Brillouin instability. The Argus facility allowed us to do these 
experiments at intensities comparable to those obtained in the earlier 
Janus, experiments. One would expect that if the Brillouin instability is 
important and' operative, it would be more important for longer pulse 
lengths and larger spot sizes. Figure 34 presents data from both Janus 
and Argus experiments where we have maintained the intensity 
approximately the same and we have changed both the pulse length and spot 
size by a.large factor. For the increased spot size and the increased 
pulse length the absorption was decreased by a factor of 2 to 3. These •' 
results are not conclusive but are certainly consistent with Brillouin 
scattering. 

Another signature of Brillouin scattering is that the 
backscattered light will be down shifted in energy or equivilantly its 
wavelength will increase. Thus, it will exhibit a red shift in its 
frequency spectrum from the incident laser frequency. Early experiments 
with Janus showed that the center of the back reflected spectrum is 
downshifted in wave length by approximately 28 A, i.e., it is blue 
shifted with a relatively narrow FWHM spectrum of the order of 20 A. The 
Argus experiments with parylene disks, long pulse length and large spot 
size show a blue shifting of the central portion of the spectrum to only 
10 A. (See Figure 35B) Since we expect the same velocity of the critical 
density surface towards the focusing lens and thus would expect a blue 

o shift of approximately 25 - 30 A, the much decreased blue shift of the 
center of the spectrum is indicative of Brillouin scattering. Fart A of 
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Figure 35 showe the back reflected spectrum for a large spherical glass 
microshell target which was irradiated with a 200 picosecond pulse. In 
this case the centroid of the back reflected spectrum is increased in 
wavelength' by approximately 15 A. This red shift of the centroid of the 
spectrum \can only be attributed to Brillouin scattering and the back 
reflected spectrum indicates that' a very large fraction of the light back 
reflected through Che' focusing lens was indeed Brillouin scattered. 

In summary, of the effects shown in Figure 15 we have evidence 
that most of those listed are operative in our laser irradiated targets. 

V. X-RAY EMISSION BY LASER IRRADIATED TARGETS 
Since our- targets achieve temperatures of the order of 100 eV to 

several keV for the electron component of the plasma we expect most of 
the photon emission by the plasma to be in the soft to hard x-ray region 
of the spectrum. Therefore, we are interested in measuring the emission 
from the plasma with spatial, temporal and spectral resolution in the 
regime from 100 eV out to several hundred keV. To this end we have 
implemented a large number of x-ray diagnostics. Most of these are space 
and.time integrated, but they'do have varying degrees of spectral 
resolution. 

A spatially and temporally integrated x-ray spectrum is shown in 
Figure 36 for a glass microshell target which was irradiated with the 
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Argus laser system. We show the x-ray spectrum from..100 eV out to 30 : 

keV. This spectrum has been obtained using five different instruments to 
cover'the spectral regime. In. the low energy (from 0.10- 1- keV) region 
of the spectrum we used two instruments. One of these was a Bragg angle 
reflection spectrometer which has a resolving power of approximately 10 
eV and has actually resolved the oxygen lines from the glass 
microshelIs. Overlapping this crystal spectrometer ia a time resolved 
instrument which we call Dante which utilizes critical 'angle reflection 
from grazing incidence mirrors in combination with K or L-edge filters. 
The next portion of the spectrum which contains the silicon and sodium 
lines from the spectrum was obtained using a curved RAP crystal 
spectrometer. The remaining thermal portion of the spectrum and a 
portion of the suprathermal x-ray spectrum was obtained using K-edge 
filtered silicon pin diodes. Finally the higher energy portion of the 
spectrum was obtained using K-edge filters and fluor photomul'tiplier 
detectors.. 

This time and spatially integrated spectrum has been very useful 
in comparing with LASNEX calculations. It provides information on the 
electron temperature of the ablation region of the plasm* and the 
suprathermal electron temperature generated by the collective absorption 
processes in the laser plasma. When one examines this emission it 
becomes abundantly obvious that the spatial and temporal details of this 
spectrum contain significant information on the plasma processes and the 
implosion dymanics. However, it is also obvious that obtaining spatial 
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and temporal resolution will" not :be easy. In Figure 37 we show a 
compilation of the continuum, spectra, spatially and temporally 
integrated, for" a number of glass mi.croshell targets irradiated-on Janus 
and Cyclops and Argus. The significance of this data is that both tne 
thermal and the supra thermal portion of the spectrum change as a function 
of the intensity of the target. 

In Figure 38 we summarize our data on the supra thermal temperature 
of laser irradiated targets for both parylene disks., spherical glass 
microshell and high Z disks. One notices that we have plotted the 
suprathermal temperature as a function of the intensity on the target 
times the wavelength squared of the incident laser beam. Other sources 
have suggested' .that this one sea I ing parameter produces agreement amongst 
all the various measurements of the suprathermal temperature. " 

' . . in on 07 
However, our data shows that this is not the case ' ' and that 
there are certainly effects due to geometry, the Z of the material as 
well', as I r , 

The thermal temperature of these targets clearly increases as we 
increase the specific absorbed energy (see Figure 39). However, we must 
recognize that this may not be the most significant parameter in 
determining the performance of the exploding pusher glass microshell 
targets. It is the thermal temperture achieved during the implosion that 
is important and here .we have measured the time average of the thermal 
temperature throughout.the irradiation. Thus, if the laser pulse is not 
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properly matched to the target and we achieve a high thermal temperature 
after the implosion of the target, it will not be significant in the-
determination of the compression and heating of the fuel and therefore 
the neutron yield. 

He can begin to address the spatial distribution of the x-ray 
emission by using either one or two. dimensional apertures to limit the 
spatial extent of the plasma which is sampled by the particular' recording 
device. Figure 40 shows an example of data from a spectrograph in which 
we have arranged the 25 V>m slit such that it produces spatial resolution 
in one direction and spectral resolution in the other direction at the 
film plane. What is observed then is the distribution in space of two 
line emissions from the silicon in the glass microshe.il target. Curves 
are presented for the hydrogen like ls-2p and the helium like Is* -
ls2p transitions. The ratios of these lines may be interpreted in terms 
of the temperature distribution. However, before.reducingthis data one . 
must still resolve the effects of the spherical nature of the emitting 
distribution"and opacity effects. One point of significant note is that 
there is very little emission from the plasma outside the original 
surface of the glass microshell. 

Another method of obtaining spatial resolution is to use an x-ray 
microscope which has a spatial resolution of approximately 3 \im. At 
present we have not. used the microscopes in combination with image 
converter cameras, however, the time integrated images that we have. 

http://microshe.il
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obtained dp provide significant information" regarding the symmetry of the 
heating of the laser target and the symmetry of the imploded pusher. In 
Figure 41 we sh'ow four separate images obtained for the 2.5 keV region of 
the x-ray spectrum. The first image is for a target irradiated on Janus, 
the next three.are for targets irradiated on Argus, The first target 
clea,rly shows the effect of the irradiation by. the f/1 lens system on 
Janus which produces polar heating of the target and an absence of x-ray 
emission from the equatorial region. This produces a polar directed 
implosion which "then has a,.major axis of the x-ray emission due" to the 
imploded shell, in the equatorial direction. As we raise the power and 
absorbed specific energy on the target we expect to reduce the 
effect,'8,39,40 {n tj,e equatorial region, of inhibited electron thermal 
conduction which has been attributed to the ion acoustic instability and 
to magnetic fields'. The improved heating ur.formity and implosion 
symmetry are shown in. t'he next three images. From this data we can state 
that it appears that the specific abscrped .energy is the primary effect 
in producing symmetrization in the heating and implosion. The increase 
of intensity* in' the second image still does not'produce, a complete 
symmetrication whereas in the third image the 50% increase in the 
specific absorbed,energy appears to be the cause of the much more 
spherical uniformity of the emission of the glass microshell and from the 
implosion region. The final image is for an order of magnitude increase 
in the intensity and a, factor of 2 increase in the specific absorbed 
energy.. The image shows .that the emission from the glass microshell and 
from the implosion region, are very spherical. 
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In our experiments we have also implemented an x-ray streak camera 
and in Figure 42 we show data for glass microshell implosion experiments 
where we have produced several channels of x-ray spectral information 
from the target by placing K-edge filters across the slit of the streak 
camera. In the first portion of the figure we see emission from the 
glass microshell in the early portion of the pulse followed by a decrease 
in the emission rate as the shell coasts in towards the implosion maximum 
and then a burst of x-rays with a FWHM of approximately 5 0 - 8 0 
picoseconds due to the stagnation of the glass pusher and the fuel during 
its burn condition. The data on the left has been replotted on the right 
to produce the x-ray spectrum for various times. It is significant to 
note that in the coasting period, (3 200 ps, and the disassembly 
period., • 350 ps of the recorded data, the implied temperatures are 
approximately 500 eV while at the peak heating, 0 100 ps, and the peak 
compression, A 280 ps, the inferred temperatures are approximately 600 
eV. Data from the K-edge filter silicon pin diodes for this same 
experiment indicate a spacial and temporal average x-ray temperature of 
630 eV. 

The x-ray streak camera has also been used in this mode to obtain 
data for a high Z disk target.** The disk fas irradiated with a 1.7 
terawatt pulse of 200 picoseconds. The slit of the streak camera was 
covered with nine separate K-edge filters which then produced a temporal 
variation of the x-ray spectrum transmitted through the various.K-edge 
filters. In Figure A3 we show the spectrum of the x-rays for various 
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times which illustrates the variation in both the thermal and 
suprathermal x-'iray spectrum as a function of time. On the'right hand 
portion of the figure we show a summary of these slopes or 
"temperaCures", and it is cle.ar that both the suprathermal arid the 
thermal portion of the spectrum are functions of the intensity on the 
target. The thermal temperature, ®„, is the implied exponential slope 
from the broadband response of the filters and streak camera. The 
electron temperature, T , of the Au plasma is 300-400 eV and a' 
considerable fraction of the "thermal" x-ray emission recorded,- is line 
eniission.However, the decrease in both the'suprathermal and the thermal 
portion of the spectrum clearly lag the decrease of the intensity cf the 
laser . This is' the first data which has been obtained which bhows the 
temporal variation of the suprathermal x-rays from a laser irradiated 
targets. 

We have previously discussed the spatial, distribution of the line 
and the thermal emission from laser irradiated targets. It is also 
significant to examine the spacial distribution of the suprathermal 
x-rays which are emitted from a target. To this end we have implemented 
a zone plate coded imaging system which is sensitive to the suprathermal 
x-rays . For the data presented here our resolution was only 9 ym 
however, we will, improve this resolution in the fucure. Figure 44 shows 
the distribution of the suprathermal x-rays in the 10 - 15 keV region of 
the spectrum for a glass microshell irradiated using the Argus laser 
system. As shown in the spectral distribution, approximately one third 
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of the exposure is due c.o thermal x-rays. The significant points are: 
(1) that a significant -fraction of the suprathermal x-rays are emitted 
within the initial diameter of the glass microshell. (2) That ther3 is 
also suprathermal x-ray emission from the region of the compressed core 
of the glass microshell. More calculations and instrument calibrations 
should make this result more quantitative. The particular significance 
of this result is that it indicates that we have a new diagnostic for the 
measurement of the size of the imploded core in laser fusion pellets. 

VI. ASYMPTOTIC PLASMA DISTRIBUTION 
The most important and revealing diagnostics of the plasma 

interaction and the implosion processes are obtained from diagnostics 
which measure phenomena close to the interaction or in the region of the 
interaction and at the implosion of the target experiments. Measurements 
which are made very large distances from the processes of interest are 
much more difficult to interpret. Measurements of the scattered light 
and the plasma nergy distribution are useful in determining the fraction 
of the light that is coupled to the plasma and the plasma energy 
distribution. As we have seen previously in Section IV - Absorptions this 
type of data can also lead to inferential statements about some of the 
plasma processes. We have also made measurements of the electron 
emission energy distribution and the ion emission energy distribution at 
large distances from the plasma. One should be careful however to note 
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that since these measurements are made far from the region of interaction 
• that their connection to the detailed processes is as tenuous as the 
plasma at the location where they are measured. Recognizing the 
frailties of these measurements we still proceed and hope that they will '. 
lead 'to more understanding of the important processes. As we' have shov;n 
earl'ier",' the suprathermal x-ray emission increases in both intensity and 
effective 'temperature as one increases the laser intensity on the plasma 
t'arget. Thus, one would expect that the energy distribution of the 
electrons escaping from a particular target would.be more energetic for 
higher intensity irradiation. Figure 45 demonstrates that this is indeed 
the case where we show the asymptotic electron spectrum'.measured with a 
•magnetic spectrometer for two experiments where the intensity was 
different by an order of magnitude. The -differences in the spectra are 
obvious, however, their quantitative relationship , to the plasma processes 
are not at all obvious. The asymptotic distribution of the ion energy is 
even more difficult to interpret In Figure 46 we sho.w the distributions 
for a shot at 0.40 terawatts and 1.5 terawatts and indeed for the 
locations measured the differences are not at all significant . Recently 
a number of authors have recognized that very high energy ions can be 
produced in the isothermal expansion of a high temperature.', 
plasma'.*3 • *^ •?•-, f The Livermore Program agrees with these conclusions 
"and .at this 'point'is not panicked by' the observation of ions with 
energies as high as seyeral M'eV. Most'of these ibns'appear to be 
hydrogeju, ions and their .primary detriment at this point appears to be' 

. their contribution to extraneous signals in alpha and proton 
spectrometers.designed to measure the energy spectrum of the 
thermonuclear reaction products. 
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VII. IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS 
In this, section we discuss specifically those results on the 

implosion of glass microshell targets and the fusion yields produced. We* 
begin with a summary of the results of our implosion experiments and our 
projections. In Figure 47 we plot the classical parameters of interest 
for thermonuclear fusion i.e., the product of the density and confinement 
time n and the DT ion temperature of the fuel. Implosion experiments 
began at Livermore in 1974 and these experiments have been designated 
Hyperion, Forerunner'and Ball experiment's. Most of these experiments 
have produced compressed fuel densities less than the liquid density of 
DT . However, they .have produced DT ion temperatures as high as 10 keV. 
In one series of experiments we traded ion temperature for density and 
achieved three to five times liquid density.*" Another result of 
significant note is the Argus Hyperion results obtained in 1976 which 
achieved a DT gain of US.*** This * 8 a world record for a laboratory 
thermonuclear experiment and represents an order of magnitude higher 
value than has ever been obtained in the magnetic fusion energy.program. 
The future directions of the program are: (1) to improve the DT gain dnd 
the fraction of breakeven by using Hyperion or Forerunner targets at 
higher intensities using the Shiva laser system (2) to also increase the • 
density of the targets, first with Argus Cairn experiments and then wi.th 
Shiva Cairn experiments and later with Shiva Helios experiments. With 
Shiva Nova Helios experiments we expect to produce sufficiently high 
fusion.energy gain to demonstrate the scientific feasibility of inertial 
confinement fusion as a power source. 
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A more detailed summary of our experiments is given in Table III. 
Experiments have.been performed with the Janus, Cyclops and the Argus 
laser systems utilizing a variety of focusing systems and examining a 
significant number of important parameters for exploding pusher targets. 
F/l lenses have been used t.o illuminate targets both with Janus and 
Argus. Janus has also used a spherical illumination'" system which 
improves the absorption symmetry and ray normality on a spherical 
target. The the Cyclops s.y.stem utilized f/2.5 lenses for target 
irradiation. As indicated we have examined many configurations, pulse 
lengths and -beam energies with respect to target diameter, fuel density 
and wail thicknesses. Many of these experiments were nonoptimum with 
respect to producing the highest fusion energy gain, possible. 

In 'Figure 48 we summarize those experiments.in which we 
specifically attempted to maximize the yield ratio. As is shown the 
yield ratio for early .Janus experiments was approximately 10"'. We 
progressed approximately one order of magnitude in the Janus two beam and 
the Cyclops single beam experiments up to a yield- ratio of 10~6. Argus 
single beam experiments increased approximately a factor of 4 in yield, 
ratio and finally with the current Argus experiments at powers of 3 - 4 
.terawatts we have achieved yield ratios of 5 x 10" . An extrapolation 
of this trend indicates that indeed for Shiva- experiments at 30 terawatts, 
that it may be. possible to achieve yield ratios of lO-^'. 
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Now since the experiments which we are discussing in this section 
on implosions are completely in the range of parameter space which we 
call exploding pusher targets, we should examine the characteristics of 
this type of implosion. First of all, the simplest concept of an 
exploding pusher target is one in which the fuel and the pusher are 
heated instantaneously to a common high temperature and then maintained 
at that electron temperature. In this limiting configuration the pusher 
will explode inward and outward due to its higher density than the fuel 
thus compressing and further heating the ions of the fuel. In our 
portion of parameter space the phenomena are not so simple. The laser 
still heats an underdense portion of the plasma from the pusher and a 
thermal wave and shock wave are driven through the pusher. However, as 
shown in Figure 49 for a typical example*' at 4J picoseconds before the 
peak of the pulse we see that the fuel has already achieved an electron 
temperture of approximately 2 eV. This is due to deposition of energy by 
the suprathermal electrons. At the time shown, the shock wav" and 
thermal wave are just about to break through the surface of the' glass 
pusher which started at a radius of 39 Wm. In the second plot of Figure 
49b at minus 44 picoseconds from the peak of the pulse we see that the 
electron thermal wave has now propagated supersonicaly through the fuel 
raising its temperature to approximately 10 eV. The ion shock wave is 
now propagating into the DT fuel shocking the fuel to temperatures of the 
order of 10 - 20 eV and beginning the compression process of the hydrogen 
isotope fuel. In Figure 50 we see the distributions for. + 6 ps where the 
electron temperature has achieved approximately 2 keV and is 
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approximately isothermal' throughout the fuel, the pusher and corona. The 
i'on shock has propagated to approximately 15 um radius and additional 
convergence and compressive work has been done on the fuel behind the ion 
shock. Finally, at + 36 picoseconds after the peak of the pulse the 
electron plasma is essentially isothermal and the ions have been shocked 
and compressed to a temperature of approximately 10 keV and a density of 
approximately liquid density. This is also the time of peak 
thermonuclear burn. 

The targets which we have irradiated basically operate in the mode 
are described in the previous two figures. However, by changing the 
pulse length and the target diameter in many cases w,e have purposely 
mismatched the laser pulse to the target implosion. An example of a 
properly matched target is shown in Figure 51. This,was a large diameter 
126 urn target irradiated in the Janus system using the spherical 
illumination .system. Fart A of the figure shows the time integrated 
x-ray microscope picture and. we see., that the shell emitted x-rays 
strongly during the portion of tha time before it exploded and then we 
see a second snap shot, of the x-rays at the time of the stagnation of the 
shell against the fuel. This typical exploding pusher and optimized 
pulse shape, leads to the time resolved x-ray emission shown in the second 
part of the.figure.4,8>49 The x-ray emission rises rapidly as the pulse 
turns on and then tends tu decrease as the shell coasts inward and the 
laser pulse decreases. Then when the pusher stagnates against the fuel 
•we get a second burst of x-rays. The "implosion time", At between x-ray 
emission maxima, for this target is ̂  133 picoseconds. In a 
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number of experiments we were also able to implement an x-ray pin hole 
imaging system in conjunction with the x-ray streak camera.50 The 
third portion of the figure shows the spatially, and temporally resolved 
x-ray emission at ^3 keV for the target in which we have the x-ray 
microscope image. The.periphery of the target emits x-rays during the 
initial.portion of the pulse and then the x-ray emission falls below the 
sensitivity of the pin hole streak camera combination. Later at the 
stagna.tion time of the pusher the emission again appears due to the 
higher density and persists for the dwell time of.the implosion. For the 
x-ray streak camera both the spectrally and the spatially resolved data 
lead to information about the time duration of the implosion or the 
average velocity of the pusher during the implosion. 

In Figure 52 we show a case in which the laser pulse was clearly 
too long with respect to the implosion time for the experiment. The 
target was a 67 urn diameter microshell which was irradiated with a 75 
picosecond FWHM gaussian pulse from the Janus system utilizing the 
spherical irradiation system. In this case the time integrated x-ray 
microscope picture show's that most of the emission comes from inside the 
initial glass microshell target. There is also a localized emission 
peak due to the stagnation of.the shell against the fuel. However, in 
this case the spatially integrated and time integrated picture shows a 
continuous rise of the x-ray .emission. over the radius of the target. The 
spatially and temporally resolved image shows a continuous rise of the 
x-ray emission along a ridge towards the implosion maximum. This is due 
to the continued absorption of the laser radiation during the implosion 
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history. The target is still| however, an exploding pusher target. The 
driver pulse- is simply, poorly matched to the diameter and implosion 
history of the' target. In this case the spectrally but not spatially 
re'solved x-ray emission does not provide a time for the implosion since 
we see only one spike in the time distribution of the spectrally resolved 
x-ray emission. This is. again a signature of a poorly matched target in 
an exploding pusher parameter space. 

Figure 53 shows a spatially and' temporally integrated x-ray 
microscope picture of a target picture, very poorly matched to the. pulse 
and'for another experiment it shows the temporal distribution of the 
'spatially integrated x-rays where the target should have demonstrated two 
temporally resolved maximum in the time distribution of the x-rays. 
These targets were both irradiated with a prepulse in advance of the main 
laser irradiation pulse, which was sufficient to shatter the glass 
microshell and significantly expand the glass shards and the DT gas 
before of the arrival of the main pulse. The x-ray microscope picture 
clearly shows 'that the x-ray emission is from a region significantly 
larger than the original 41. um diameter glass microshell. In contrast to 
all of our data on properly irradiated exploding pusher glass microshell 
targets, the streak record on the right fails to show two peaks in the 
x-ray emission. This target should have been' properly matched to the 
pulse shape; however, since,the target was disassembled by the prepulse, 
it did not exhibit' a second/x-ray maximum due to the stagnation of' the 
imploding glass shell, instead it simply disassembled as a turbulent 
plasma blob. 
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Another consequence of improperly matched laser pulses to targets 
can be poor absorption of the laser energy in addition to the reduction 
of yield ratio. A number of parameters associated with short pulse small 
uiameter targets, are listed in Table IV which are appropriate to properly 
matched pulses to the target diameter, In the right hand column we show 
the same parameters for a long pulse, large diameter target; however, the 
pulse length is considerably longer than the required increase in pulse 
length for the larger diameter. The most noticeable differences besides 
the yield ratio are the absorption fraction and the backseattered 
spectrum. In both of these cases we see significant effects of Brillouin 
scattering which have reduced the fraction of laser light absorbed and 
shifted its spectrum to longer wave length. We also notice an effect 
which may be attributed to an electrostatic field surrounding the laser 
pellet due to the suprathermal electron generation from the target. For 
short pulses ion blow off has probably reduced the field so that it is 
not evident at "burn time"; however, for long improperly matched pulses 
the field may still be substantial at the time of the emission of the 
protons from the DD reaction and the alpha particles from the DT 
reaction. For the short pulse experiments, both the alphas and.the 
protons are down shifted in. average energy as would be expected due to 
the passage of the alphas and the protons through the' compressed fuel and 
the exploded pusher. For the long pulse case both the alphas and the 
protons have been, upshifted in their mean energy and the amount of 
upshifting is consistent with a several hundred keV positive potential in 
the corona of the pusher at the time of the generation"of the 
thermonuclear alphas and protons. 
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Over the last three years we have performed over 300 exploding 
pusher experiments, many of them optimized to produce the maximum yield 
ratio, biit also many of then mismatched to examine other parameters. We 
have purposely mismatched the iaser pulse, wall thickness, target radius 
and the energy on target. As one must expect these results are not 
correlated simply by the-neutron yield plotted as a function of the 
intensity on target. We have examined a number of possible scaling 
parameters to normalize these results. One obvious parameter is to scale 
the results with respect to the energy absorbed- divided by the target 
mass which becomes effectively a specific energy in the target.51 One 
can also obtain relationships which indicate that the neutron yield ought 
to scale with the initial radius, r • > the wall thickness, w z / J from 
simple' scaling relationships.52 i n Figure 54 we show a-plot of a large 
fraction of our data normalized using these two parameters. Many 
scattered points make.it abundantly obvious that the total absorbed 
energy divided 'by the target mass or the target specific energy plotted 
against this normalized neutron yield -is not the proper scaling. From 

-OUT previous discussions' it is obvious that unless the laser pu.lse is 
properly matched to the target, all of the laser energy is not utilized 
in the driving of the implosion. In- fact from LASNEX calculations and 
from an understanding' of the processes in an exploding pusher experiment-, 
one realizes that there are three phases. The first phase is the 
propagation of the thermal wave through the pusher. The second phase is 
the propagation of the ion shock wave through the fuel and the third 

http://make.it
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phase is the compression and stagnation of the fuel behind the shock 
wave. Storm, et. al 53,5-f have examined this problem in.detail and-
have developed a simple scaling relationship which provides a 
perscription for the determination of the fraction of the specific energy, 
which is useful in driving the implosion. The scaling model also relates 
this quantity to the ion temperature of the fuel at peak compression. 
Figure 55 illustrates this concept and shows that we can arrive at a very .. 
simple formula for the neutron yield if we normalize the proportionality 
factor to our exploding pusher experiments. This normalization leads to 
a formula which states that the neutron yield for an-exploding pusher 
target with a DT gas fill of 2 mg/cm3 will be given by54 

M a « in 6 1 0/3 2/3 -7/6 „, c ... 1/3* N = 9.6 x 10 r w e exp(-5.45/e ) 

where.r and w are in um, and e is in Joules/nanogram. 

He have utilized this simple scaling relationship and the formula 
for calculating the useful specific energy in joules per nanogram to 
correlate all of our experimental results. In Figure 56 we show a 
summary of this data. The solid curve shown in the figure is the scaling' • 
law which we have just given. The experimental points are shown with 
error bars where the vertical error bar indicates the uncertainty of 
neutron yield and the horizontal error bar indicates the experimental ' 
uncertainty in the absorbed energy. The usefulness of this simple 
scaling model in correlating the experimental data is amply demonstrated 
by the data correlation with: respect to the scaling law over five decades 
in the normalized neutron yield and two decades in specific absorbed energy. 



In the development of the simple scaling law it was not possible to-
provide -a simple prescription.for 'the•effect of initial filling density. 
Therefore, the applicability of this particular scaling law is limited to 
a density regime, of 2 mg/cm3 of equal molar DT fuel. The scaling with 
fuel density is complicated because the scaling of the final temperature 
of the fuel is not simply related to the useful specific energy. Also as. 
we change the density the confinement time may not be determined by the 
final radius and the; ion sound speed. Nuckolls52 has examined some of 
these effects for "optimum" exploding pusher configurations. 

In this series of Hyperion target experiments we have utilized 
three separate techniques to measure the temperature of the DT ions in 
the burning--!uel region. The first method utilized the alpha particles 
from the DT reaction. 55 F o r present day targets where the pusher r is 
less than -lO-:*,' there, is very little resistence to. the passage of the 
alpha particles from the burn region. The alpha energy spectrum then is 
a good measure of the temperature of the DT fuel. Likewise, the neutrons 
may also be measured using time of flight techniques to determine the 
energy broadening.56 Both of the reaction products have the same 
energy spread as a function of the fuel temperature. The difference is 
cliat there is a correction for the broadening of the alpha particles due 
to the passage through the pusher and the fuel. However, the alpha, 
spectrometer can be located a factor of 16 times closer to the target 
than the,neutron TOF spectrometer and still obtain the same energy 
resolution. Both of these techniques have been implemented on the Argus 
system ,an'd have provided'consistent data on the ion•' temperature as shown 
in Figure 57- Hevre we sfcow the FWHM of, the energy spread and the 
inferred ion temperature as a function of the absorbed specific energy. 
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We have also utilized the ratio of the number of DD reactions as 
compared to the number of D3He reactions57 from a fuel mixture of 
D3He„/to infer the ion temperature. The ratios of the cross 
sections,<crv> , vary by three orders of magnitude over the temperature 
range from 1 - 1 0 keV thus making this measured ratio a sensitive and 
accurate thermometer. Three data points are included in Figure 57 from 
experiments of this type. They are in good agreement with experiments 
with the same parameters using DT fuel with measurements of the alpha or 
neutron spectrum. This last measurement is also a very sensitive 
determinant of the existence of beam generated fusion reactions in the 
fuel. The existence of even a small fraction ot beam reaction would have 
lead to a significantly higher apparent temperature.58 Since the 
temperatures inferred by this technique are in agreement with the other 
measurements we conclude that the Hyperion exploding pusher targets do 
indeed produce the thermonuclear reactions in their imploded cones. 

Pinhole imaging of neutrons from a thermonuclear burn of DT fuel 
has been used to determine the size and distribution of the burning 
fuel. 5 9 This technique requires *v< 1 0 ^ reactions and therefore 
will be of interest for high yield targets of the future. Because of the 
low Pr of our Hyperion targets we can use imaging of the alpha particles 
instead. This measurement has the advantage the neutron imaging that the 
pinhole material may be quite thin and still provide an accurate aperture 
for the alpha particles. A pinhole camera was implemented on the Argus 
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experiments°0 and the instrument is shown on Figure 58. The image is 
recorded in cellulose nitrate.. The alpha particles produce damage tracks 
in the mater.ial which then take the form of pinholes when etched in a 
solution of sodium hydroxide. The recorded number of tracks in these 
experiments wa -\< 300 - 400. Since the pinhole diameters used were 12 -
25 um and the, core size of the burning region was approximately 30 Vm, we 
did, not obtain alpha distribution information. However, we did confirm 
that the alphas were produced' in' a confined region approximately three 
times smaller than the original diameter of the 90 Mm target. The data 
is plotted as a cumulative spatial distribution in the image plane 
radius. The t ansformed object plane radius is also given. One can see 
that effectively all of the alphas are produced inside a radius of 15 pm. 

Another imaging technique which we have implemented is the use of 
our Fresnel zone plates^l. The Fresnel zone plates are * 2.5 mm 
dia,meter with 100 zones, the outer most zone having a spacing of 
5.3 um. The zone plates were freestanding gold of > 5 Um thickness. 
They are used in the coded imaging mode in which the alpha particles cast 
a shadow of the Fresnel zone plate onto the cellulose nitrate recording 
media. The coded image is then used to expose high resolution film to 
produce a transmission grating. The transmission grating is then 
illuminated•with a coherent light source which then reconstructs the 
alphc'' image. Tsoamission contours along with the Fresnel zone plate 
camera are shown in Figure .59. This data was obtained on the same 
experiment which was shown in the alpha pinhole image in Figure 58'. 
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The resolution of this camera was •v 10 urn, thus, this image contains 
some spatial information but it is still too coarse *~o determine 
precisely the size and distribution of alpha emission from the Hyperion 
target. In the future higher yield experiments, the resolution of both 
the pinhole camera and the zone plate cameras will be improved and 
imaging information will be obtained. 

Using the spherical illumination system with the Janus laser we 
attempted a series of experiments whose goal was to produce densities 
higher than have been typical of our Hyperion experiments.*" The goal 
was to produce final densities of 2g/cm^ and to measure this density by 
using the Stark broadening of neon contained inside the glass microshell 
along with the DT gas. The typical glass microshell targets were 
irradiated with the foci overlapped the optimum distance to provide the 
most uniform illumination. Two crystal spectrographs were used to record 
the line emission from the target. One was a low resolution broadband 
instrument used to look at all the silicon, sodium and neon lines. The 
other was a high resolution instrument whose resolution was maximized for 
the energy of the hydrogen like ls-2p transition of Ne + * • Silicon 
lines in second order provided convenient calibration points in the data. 
A sodium line from the glass microshell provided an instrumental 
resolution calibration. This was a N a + ' ls^-ls2P line from the 
helium like sodium from the glass shell of the target. The measured 
width of this line implies a instrumental resolution for the neon ls-2p 
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transistion region of the spectrum'of 1.2 + 0.2 eV. 'Data from two shots 
"of this series of experiments are shown, in Figure 60 and 61. , The figures 
give, the target characteristics and the laser parameters. They also show 
the.laser pulse shape incident on the target, the time integrated high 
enelrgy channel emission from the x-ray microscope, the temporal 
distribution of the x-rays from the target and the line spectrum which 
shows;the helium like and hydrogen like lines from the silicon 
transistion as well as tie hydrogen like ls-2p transistion from the neon 

+ .3 gas. The measured line width from these two-experiments were A.4_ j eV 
„fo.r the experiment shpwn in Figure 60 and 2.9 +0.2 eV for the experiment 
were shown in Figure'61. After correcting for the instrumental and 
intrinsic line, width and the width due to: the ion temperature; the 
implied stark widths are 0.3 *-, for the experiment shown in Figure 60 and 

— • • / . . . " i •-

•0. + 0.3 eV for. the experiments shown in Figure 61. .The line width data is 
summarized in 'Sable V. The upper bounds for the density from these stark 
widths are 1.3 and 0.6 g/cm^. ' Thus, it is probable tbat we hav^ 
produced densities of j3 x'liquid and possibly higher. Clearly we must 
obtain higher densities to make this a useful technique for measuring the 
density of the fuel. 'However, we have demonstrated the technique .and 
shown that the x-ray emission from a high -Z additive in the fuel can be 

' • - • • - ' . • . . . - • 

''used,-to diagnose the density of the fuel region. 
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IX. SUMMARY ' 
In the area of plasma physics which defines the absorption and the 

transpo'rt of energy we have made significant progress. We have seen that 
the density steepening due to radiation pressure from the laser does 
indeed play an important role and makes inverse bremsstrahlung an 
ineffective absorption mechanism. We have also seen that resonance 
absorption is important along with the generation of parametric 
instabilities. It appears that there is rippling of the critical density 
surface which leads to effective resonance absorption even for zero angle, 
of incidence. Brillouin scattering has also been shown to play an 
important role in the prevention of laser energy from reaching the 
critical surface thereby preventing it from being absorbed. Information 
on the angle dependence of the absorption has been obtained both in. 
.experiments with tilted disks and with glass microshells. In the glass 
microshell experiments we have varied the f/number keeping the focusing 
geometry the same and thereby demonstrated the effect of angle dependent 
absorption. We continue to learn more about the transport of the laser 
energy from the x-ray emissions from the target. However, this is an 
area where the definitive experiment which separates the role of, 
transport inhibition by modification of the transport coefficients as 
compared to the existence of self generated magnetic fields has not yet 
been done or even defined. Techniques are now available for examining 
the distribution in time and space of the suprathermal x-r'ays and.thus we * 
expect near term pro ress in defining the transport of suprathermal 
electrons. The "high energy ions" that have been measured appear to be ..,-.: 
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mostly protons and do not constitute a significant frac'tion of the 
absorbed energy. The other component of the "nonthermal" asymptotic ion 
energy distribution appears to be' due to the isothermal expansion of the 
plasma and thus is explained in a simple'.classical manner. 

In the area of implosion and TN burn we have, a good understanding of 
the dynamics of exploding pusher targets. We have demonstrated the 
predicted scaling of an optimized target with laser power (Figure 48). 
It is interesting to note that .0.1-1% of scientific breakeven may be 

-achieved with 30 TW from a Nd glass laser. We have shown that the 
reactions from properly irradiated t.argets are. "thermonuclear" and in the 
process we have measured the fuel ion temperature at burn time. Images 
of th'e fuel burn have been produced using both pinhole and zone plate 
coded imaging of the alpha particles. The density can also be measured 
by spatially and spectrally resolving line emission from a high Z 
.additive in the fuel. 

* 
Future experiments will certainly include .more exploding pusher 

implosions but the emphasis will b,e towards high densities and higher 
gain^2 a s i s indicated in Figure 47, This figure shows Cairn on Argus 
at 100 x liquid density, Helios on Shiva at 1000 x and on Nova 
approaching 10^ x. To achieve high fuel densities we must drive the 
pusher in a con.t-rolled manner so that *the fuel compression history 
approaches the Fermi degenerate isentrope. In Figure 62 we shown p vs P 
trajectories for some of our experiments and contrast them with 
trojecteries which can attain high densities. 52 Pulse shapes which 
are appropriate for exploding pusher targets .and for high'density 
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implosions52 a r e shown in Figure 63. 
Significant progress has been made in laser fusion and with the 

advent of the large laser systems now approaching completion we will see 
advances towards the milestone of scientific breakeven. 

NOTICE 
"This report ,w*s prepared as an account of work 
sponsored by (he United States Government. Neither 
the United States nor the United States Energy 
Research &. Development Administration! nor any 
or their employees, nor any of their contractors, 
subcontractors, or their employees, makes any 
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal ' 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness or usefulness of any information, 
apparatus, product or process disclosed, or 
represents that its '-use would not infringe 
privately-owned rights." 

"Reference to a company or product 
name does not imply approval or 
recommendation of the product by 
the .University of California or the U.S. 
Energy Research & Development 
Administration to the/exclusion of 
others that may be suitable." 
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Nd.YAG LASER PLASMA INTERACTION FACILITIES AT LAWRENCE Ijg 
LIVERMORE LABORATORY 

Table I 

Janus Cyclops Argus 

No. of beams 2 1 2 
A^arture 8.5 cm/beam 20 cm 20 cm/beam 
Max focusable power 0.4 TW 0.7 TW 6.0 TW 
Focusing optics 2 'V f/1 lenses 2 ^ 1/2.5 lenses 2 ^ f /1 lenses 

2 'v f /0.47 lenses with 
e = 1/3 ellipsoidal mirrors 

20-90-0976-1752 
7/77 
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. THE DUAL: ABSORBER CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS CANCELLATION OF THE 
SMALL (7%) FRACTION OF 1.06 jim RADIATION ABSORBED 
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LASER FUSION EXPERIMENT DIAGNOSTICS 

Measurement Instrument Record 

Laser temporal and 
spatial distribution 
both incident and 
scattered 

Optical energy 
balance 

Laser system 
performance 

2 Target plane multiple image cameras 
2 Target plane streak cameras 
Forward and backscatter streak camera 
2 forward and backscatter multiple 

image cameras 
North and South incident calorimeters 
North and South forward and backscatter 

calorimeters 
(40 PIN diodes 
110-1.06 /nm calorimeters 
or box calorimeter 
Oscillator streak camera 
Switched out pulse energy diode 
Pulse train monitor 
Spark gap timing monitor 
Prepulse monitor 
7 interstage calorimeters 
6 nearfield beam photos 
Flashlamp current monitors 
Faraday rotator field monitors 

2 Films (50 ima$») 
2 Films (6 images) 
1 Film (3 images) 
2 Films (10 images) 

Computer (2 channels) 
Computer (2 channels) 

40 CAMAC channels 
10 chart records 
6 chart records 
1 trace 
1 trace 
1 trace 
1 trace 
1 trace 
Computer (7 channels) 
6 Films 
20 traces 
10 traces 

Total for one shot: 

20-90-0177-0410 

85 oscilloscope traces 
82 data channels from computerized acquisition system 

105 photographic images , 
24 chart records ''-.'• 

1 digitized image (1024 data at computer output) 
1 coincidence counter output 

Table I l a 



LASER FUSION EXPERIMENT DIAGNOSTICS M 
Measurement 

- . Neutron count 

X-ray spectrum 

X-ray spatial 
distribution 

X-ray temporal 
character 

X-ray calorimetry 

a spectrum 

a image 

Ion energy spectrum 

Ion spatial 
distribution 

Electron energy 
spectrum 

Second harmonic 
conversion efficiency 

20-90-0177-0411 

Instrument 

1 Cu activation counter 
1 time of flight detector (2 fluor-PM) 
2 f luor-PM systems (6 detectors) 
Active-gypsum flat crystal. 

, RAP bent crystal 
CAR carbon reflector . -' 
Lead myristic bent crystal 
7 channel K-edge filters 
4 channel K-edge filters 
1 axisymmetric x-ray microscope 
2 x-ray microscopes (4 channels each) 
1 zone plate imaging system 
4 LEXD 
Filtered x-ray streak camera 
4 SiSB detectors 
3 Ta foil x-ray calorimeters 
1 Quadrupole triplet spectrometer. 
2 Magnetic-TOF spectrometers 
1 Pin hole camera 

- 1 Zone plate imaging system 
2 Magnetic spectrometers 
1-4 channel CN detector 
8 Faraday cups 
11 differential calorimeters 
1 pin hole camera 

Magnetic spectrometer 

2 PIN diodes 

Record. 

Coincidence countering system 
6 traces + 8 CAMAC channels 
12 traces 
Digitized image from reticon array 
Film 
Film 
Film 
7 CAMAC channels 
3 traces + 1 CAMAC channel 
Film 
2 Film (8 images) 
Film 
4 traces 
Film (10 images) 
4 CAMAC channels 
3 chart records 
3 traces 

• 6 traces 
Film 
Film • 
4 traces 
4 Films 
12 traces 
11 chart records 
Film ' , 

9 CAMAC channels 

2 CAMAC channels 
8/77 
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ABSORBED ENERGY FRACTIONS: 1.06 jum LASER PULSES ON 
PARYLENE AND W-GLASS DISKS 
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ABSORPTION FRACTION AS A FUNCTION OF FOCUSING GEOMETRY m 
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POLARIZATION STATE OF THE REFLECTED LIGHT FOR A LINEARLY 
POLARIZED WAVE OBLIQUELY INCIDENT UPON A PLASMA SLAB \£ 

Electric fieid polarization Tangential electric field 
vector e makes a at the discontinuity 
constant angle with the must be zero 
scattering plane 
20-01-0676-0876 6/7: 

Ftgure 18 



MEASUREMENT OF THE SCALE LENGTH BY POLARIMETRY 
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Figure 19 



DETERMINATION OF THE SCALE HEIGHT BY POLARIMElSV 
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PROFILE STEEPENING ON AXIS 

(2660 A, 15 psec, 1 nm) 
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Radial position (microns) 
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Figure-21 



PROFILE MODIFICATIONS Dl VERSES OFF AXIS OF 
INCIDENT LASER BEAM 

20-904677-1747 
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Z, /urn (distance above initial surface of ball) 
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FLAT DISK TARGETS m 
(2660 A, 15 psec, 1 Mm} 

A) Large scale 
cavity formation 

B) Small scale 
surface rippling 

C) Apparently faster 
contour velocities 
on axis 

1.06 Mm, ~10 1 4 W/cm2 
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Figure 23 



EFFECT OF LASER PRE-PULSE: 
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Figure 24. 
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ABSORPTION AND NEUTRON YIELD ARE SENSITIVE TO 
FOCUSING STRATEGY .IS 

Y % absorbed '' 

4.6 X1O 0 
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POLARIZATION AND ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF LASER LIGHT 
ABSORPTION - EXPERIMENTAL SET UP L5 
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ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF S-POLARIZED LIGHT ABSORPTION 
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ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF P-POLARIZED LIGHT ABSORPTION 
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ANGLE FOR RESONANCE ABSORPTIOM MAX DETERMINED BY 
SCALE LENGTH _ ^ _ 

For a particular gradient length, E x maximizes at a certain angle 

• Define r = (K L ) 1 / 3 sin0 

then 
E J L ) = 

e\/2irK L 
{ 2.31 r e - 2 / 3 r 

k ^ v "• 

0{T) 

} 

1) -+ 0 for T -*• 0 since angle of incidence too small 
2) -*• 0 for r ~+ oo since tunnelling distance too large 
3) Maximum for T = 0.8 0.5 \-

Fractional absorbed power = 
IT 

Maximum atsind = 0.8 
(K L) 1/3 

Disk data gives 0 = 20° to 25° 
-*• L = 1 to 2p.m 
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BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IS POLARIZATION DEPENDENT 
GROWTH RATE, 7 f ~ E o • Ef 

K r — scattered light 

S-polarization 
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TIME-INTEGRATED A2IMUTHAL DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT BACK-
SCATTERED AT AN ANGLE OF 26° TO THE INCIDENT BEAM FOR 
LEAD-GLASS TARGETS 

Electric field vector 
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Figure 32 



IRRADIATION OF MICROSHELLS WITH F/1 FOCUSING LENSES 
SHOW A STRONG POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE OF THE SCATTERED 
LIGHT AS WELL AS THE PARTICLE AND X-RAY ENERGIES 
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THE ABSORPTION IS DEGRADED IN LONG PULSE, LARGE SPOT 
EXPERIMENTS _ _ ||g 
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THE SPECTRUM OF THE BACK-REFLECTED LIGHT BROADENS 
AND SHIFTS TO THE RED IN LARGE SPOT, LONG PULSE, HIGH 
INTENSITY EXPERIMENTS J l 
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COMPOSITE X-RAY SPECTRUM, FROM FOUR INSTRUMENTS, FOR A GLASS 
MICROSPHERE TARGET (140 ^m DIAMETER)IRRADIATED BY THE ARGUS 
LASER WITH A 535J, 187 ps GAUSSIAN PULSE _ ^ 
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X-RAY SPECTRA FROM EXPLODING PUSHER TARGETS [[g 
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Figure 37 



OBSERVED AND CALCULATED SUPRATHERMAL X-RAY TAIL 
SLOPE, 0 h , SCALES WITH THE INCIDENT INTENSITY TIMES 
THE WAVELENGTH SQUARED .U 
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THE THERMAL TEMPERATURE FROM THE X-RAY SPECTRUM 
INCREASES WITH SPECIFIC ABSORBED ENERGY 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Total specific absorbed energy, 

EA/M T,J/ng 

20-90-0877-1693 
Figure 39 



SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROGEN-LIKE AND HELIUM-LIKE SILICON 
RADIATION, FOR A GLASS MICROSPHERE (140 jum) IRRADIATED BY THE 
ARGUS LASER I 
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**H§Hi$R*£ 
r tf 1ilS&QN | ( SYM^ETRiZED BY AN INCREASE \K 

mwcioWktINTENSITY 
.v*-„ 

"• J«nus, \ ' 

D « 85 fim, w »-0.*64 /im 
E -28.3 J, T - 7 3 p $ -
I * 1.7 X 10 1 s W/cm2 

Ea/M = 0.20 J/n 9 

36091310-4 

.11 
Argus 

D * 109 jum, w = 0.9 Aim 
E * 53,9 4 , T = 35 ps 
f » 4.1 X 10 1 S W/cm2 

Em/M = 0.19 J/ng 

36091408-4 ,• Argus , 

D = 83 jum. w = 0.77 jum 
E = 53 J, r = 28 ps 
f = 9 X i 0 } 5 W/cfn2-. 
EJM =* 0.27 J/ng 

36101203-5-4 Argus 

D = 87 Aim, w = 0.65 Mm" 
E = 82 J, r = 29 ps 
I = 1.2 X 10 1 6 W/cm2 

E^M = 0.44 J/ng 

2&90-M77-l|03 figure 41 



TIME RESOLVED X-RAY SPECTRUM L5 
0„ in the range 0.5 to 0.6 keV 
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Figure 42 



TIME-RESOLVED X-RAY SPECTRA (Au-DISK) m 
Shot #37072202: 352 J/209 ps,1.16 X 10 1 5W/cm 2 
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EVOLUTION OF THERMAL AND SUPRATHERMAL TEMPERATURES OF 
GOLD DISK TARGET 

Shot #37072202: 352 J/209 ps, 1.16 X 1 0 1 5 W/cm 2 
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Figure 43B 



TE CODED IMAGING SUPRATHERMAL X-RAY DATA: m 
r%jjmm &»M / \ * 

Reconstt -ted x-ray 
imags 

6 10 14 18 22 26 30 keV 
' X-ray spectral 
distribution in image 

40-90-0777-1630 
(Preliminary results) 

Figure 44 



ELECTRON SPECTRUM AS A FUNCTION OF INCIDENT POWER FOR 
f/1 LENSES ~80 txm DIAMETER Si02 MICRO SHELLS 
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Figure 45 



ION SPECTRA ARE SIMILAR AT 0.5 AND 1.5 TW 
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Figure 46-
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LASER FUSION - PROGRESS, PROJECTIONS 
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Facility 

Output power level 
(TW) 
Pulsewidth (ps) 
Focusing geometry 

Target and experi
mental 
configuration 

Absorption (%) 

Neutron yield 

- .Janus 

0.2 -0.4 

75 ±25 
f/1 lenses 

Diam: 40-100 pm 
Wall: 0.6-<1jum 
DT fill: 0 .5-8 mg/cm3 

Vary delay between 
incident beams from 
0-°°ps 
27 ± 4 

10* - 6 X 10 6 

Depending upon beam 
delay and target con
figuration 

Janus 

0.2 - 0.4 

75 ± 25 
Spherical illumination 
system, f/0.47 lenses 
and elliptical mirrors 
Diam = 60 -120 jum 
Wall: = 0.4-1 fim 
DT fill: - 2 mg/cm3 

One- and two-sided 
illumination 

20 -30 
Focusing geometry 
dependent 
10«-1.5X 10 7 

Target and focusing 
geometry dependent 

Cyclops 

0.4 - 0.7 

80+10 
f/2.5 lenses 

Diam — 80 /urn 
Wal l : -0 .8 Mm 
DTfil l :-2mg/cm 3 

One- and two-sided 
illumination 

13 + 4 

Maximum yield 
4X10 B at0 .54 
TW, 67 ps 

- Argus 

1-4 

25 - 200 
f/1 lenses 

Diam ~ 80 -140 urn 
Wall: = 0.7-1.2 jxm 
DT fill: - 2 mg/cm3 

One- and two-sided -
illumination 

22 + 4 

10 6 - 7 X 10 8 

Target, power, and 
pulsewidth configura
tion dependent 

20-90-0877-1694 

TABLE I I I 



SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS m 
Facility Janus Janus Cyclops Argus 

Main experimental 
results 

Inital experiments 
exploring the param
eter space of explod
ing pusher targets 
First observation of 
polarization dependent 
1.06-jim scattered 
light 
First observation of 
improved thermal 
conduction at higher 
intensities and 
higher specific energy 
First measurement 
of DT ion temperature 
and proof of thermo
nuclear burn 

Spherical compres
sion increases yield 
by ~ 2.5 
X-ray pinhole/ 
streak gives r -1 
implosion diagram 
Verification of 
angle dependent 
absorption 
mechanisms 

Studied the effect 
of high f-No. on 
absorption 
Zone plate coded 
images of x-ray 
emission 
Polarization depen
dent heating 
observed in 
x-ray images 

High power 
performance 
Conclusive evi
dence for polariza
tion dependent 
absorption 
DT ion tempera
tures determined 
from N and a 
TOF and D-He3 

proton measure
ments 
Imaged ex -
particles 
Indication of 
density profile 
steepening by 
polarimetry 
measurements 

20-90-0877-1695 

TABLE i n 
Cont 



YIELD EFFICIENCY OF HYPERION TARGETS m 
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Figure 48 



SUPERTHERMALS HAVE A LONG MFP IN THE SHELL, HENCE A 
THERMAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT IS ESTABLISHED 
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COMPRESSION WAVE LAGS SHOCK WAVE UNTIL THEY STAGNATE 
AGAINST EACH OTHER PRODUCING MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 
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SPACE AND TIME RESOLVED X-RAY EMISSION FROM LARGE TARGETS 

76073002 

-B6;^»H 

, Space 

2040-0t77-17M 

Time, ps 
560 

Shot No. 76073002 76082002 
Diameter (jum) 125 ., 105 
Wall (jum) 0.86 0.75 
Laser power (TIW) 0.45 0.28 
Pulse FWHM (ps) 7S 100 

' Figure 51 " ' . .̂ • ./! / 1 



SPACE AND TIME RESOLVED X-RAY EMISSION FROM SMALL TARGETS LS 
760Z1907 

V 

Space • 

76070209 

10° 

10 1-3 

' 76121703 
-1 1 r 1 ' 1 r-

71-ps FWHM 

' ' ' l l_ J, l_ 
1000 

TIME; ps, 

Shot No. 76021907 76070209 '76121703 
Diameter (jum) 65 67 43 
Wall (Mm) - 0.65 0.51 0.92 
Laser power (TW) 0.28 0.41 . 0.30 
Pulse width (ps) 75 75 SZ 

Space 

2MaW7MtOO Figure 52 



SPACE AND TIME RESOLVED X-RAY EMISSION.FOR A TARGET EXPOSED 
TO A LARGE PREPULSE ; _: 

J 
i 
-A 
« 

J2 

560 
Time — ps 

Shot No. 75060406 -
Diameter (jum) 41.2 
Wall fcm) 1.29 
Laser power (TW) 0.49 
Pube width (ps) 63 * 

Prepulse (mJ) >5 • 
Figure 53-
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LARGE DIAMETER, LONG PULSE MICROSPHERE IMPLOSION 
EXPERIMENTS ' •'•' • • .jig 

Short Pulse, Long Pulse, 
Small Diameter Large Diameter 

Target and 
laser parameters 

85 ptm D , 0.8 fxm wall, 2 mg/cc 
120 J, 40 ps, 3 TW 

150 / m i D , 1.0 jum wall, 2 mg/cc 
550 J, 150 ps, 3.8 TW 

Absorption 
fraction 22% 10% 

Yield ratio 2 X 10" 5 6 X 10~8 

Alpha and proton 
energy shifts 

-250 keV (He 4) 
-100 keV (D-D) 

+300 keV (He 4) 
+200 keV (D-D) 

Backscattered 
spectrum ~80% red shifted 

Ion temp. 5-6 keV 3-3.5 keV 

20-90-0877-1543 8/77 

TABLE IV 



10 

CO 
CM 

10 

109 

108 

5 

, r—, . 
Uncertainty in e is ̂ ±15% 

- r # = 42.5 pm 
f w # = 0.8 fxm 

O Hyperion I 
D Hyperion I, 

long pulse 
A Hyperion II 

m 
o 

* 
L» 

.© 

T r 

Using N ~ < a v > / T ^ 2 , and scaling ~4 
T. withe (T = 8 keV fore = 1) 

ion J 
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Figure 54 



SIMPLE SCALING MODEL 

Assuming 

N a< n D n T <av> Vt ~ n„ 2 R„4 C 2 / 3 <ov> T ^ n

1 / 2 

w Then 
for R o n o 

T i o n ~ E c / M p = e c 

fixed N = 8.6 X 10 6 R Q

1 0 / 3 w 2 ' 3 e~7/e exp (-5.45 e ' 1 ' 3 ) 
DT 
fill 

Here 

R0 = Initial microshell radius in pm 
w = Initial microshell wall thickness in jum 
M„ = 1/2 the initial shell mass in ng 
E c = The useful fraction of the absorbed energy in J 

t t 

explosion 
phase 

*eL J 
acceleration 

phase 

7? = fractional absorption 
t e = time required for Shockwave to penetrate shell 
t c — t e = tims required for pusher to traverse ~ 25% o* Rn 

*- t 

20-90 0877-1621 

Figure 55 . 



NEUTRON YIELD VS USEFUL SPECIFIC ENERGY m 
1 0 1 0 F ' 1 ' ' — ' — i — ' i ' i 

Scaling rule using T ~ @t, T = space-
and time-averagod fuel temperature. 
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Figure 56 



NEUTRON AND a TIME-OF-FLIGHT SPECTRA VERSUS TOTAL SPECIFIC 
ABSORBED ENERGY 
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Figure 57 
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Shot data: 76110506 

Diam: 
Wall: 
Fill: 

42.6 nm 
0.48 /jm 
1.71 mg/cm3 

Energy on target: 42.4 J 
Laser pulse FWHM: 135 ps 
Neutron yield: <500 

0.98 1.0 1.02 1.04 
Photon energy — keV 

Neon li. profile 

250 500 1000 

Time — ps 
Temporal shape of x-ray emission 
2.6-keV channel 

100 200 300 
Time — ps 

Temporal profile of output laser pulse 
on target 
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TABLE V: LINE WIDTH CALCULATIONS 

J • • • • " ' • Shot Shot 
s • ' Number Number 

76110506 76121703 

Observed width (Aw) 2.9 ± 0.3 4 4 + 0-3 
4 A - 0.7 

Instrumental width (Wj) 1.2 ±0.2 1.2 ±0.2 
/ Aw — W: \ 

Intrinsic width! w j | ) t = — ! 1 0.9 ±0.3 1 6 - 0 . 7 

Fine structure (W r s) 0.4 0.4 

Ion temperature 0.6 ±0.1 keV 2.0±0.5keV 

Doppler width (W D ) 0.5 ± 0.04 0.9 ± 0.1 

Stark width (w = w. . — w f c — w n ) 
s mt fs D 

0 ±0.3 0 3 + 0 * 4 
u - 0.7 

Fuel density 0-0.6 gm/cm3 0.6-1.3 gm/cm 3 

20-90-0877-1731 



FUEL ADIABATS OF LASER FUSION TARGET DESIGNS .13 
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Figure 62 



PULSE SHAPES FOR VARIOUS TARGETS/SHIVA SCALE Ji 
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